Abstract
For our codes we choose -= l0 -a so our iteration stops when the infinity norm of the residual is reduced by 6 orders of magnitude.
Triangular Systems
At each ICCG iteration we solve the triangular systems
and
Together, these two operations consume between 30_ and 41% of the total cpu time required to solve the system on a single processor for our test cases. The percentage depends on the sparsity of L -the more nonzero elements in L the higher the percentage.
The remaining time is consumed by sparse matrix-vector products, inner products and saxpy's. These are relatively easy to compute in parallel. Efficient parallel computation of the triangular solves is necessary to accelerate the entire computation.
The system (3) is solved by r,-E;
In tile (lense case, each q, depends on all qj, j = 1...
each q_ depends on a few other %. Another way to look at it is that once some qj has been computed, several other q's may be computed in parallel. It is possible to perform some simple analysis of the data dependences to determine which elements of q can be computed in parallel and determine which q,'s each qi depends on. This information can be utilized to schedule tasks. For example, if qi depends on qj thoa rb should be scheduled before q_. Also, if q) and qk are independent tasks then we may schedule them to be computed in parallol. " We ignore the loops corresponding to the diagonal elements of L (G([,) is acyclic). The depth of a vertex _'i is 0 if it has no predecessors otherwise the &pth of t,i is the length of the longest directed path in G(L) whose origin is a vertex of depth 0 and terminus is u,.
The d_,pendence graph of L is shown in Figure 2 . All tasks at a certain depth must be completed before tasks at the next level cart be started.
Global synchronizations are used to separate tasks at differoltt depths, self scheduling allows tasks to start as soon as their associated dependences have been computed.
Permuting the Index Set
The index set for the sequential solution of equation (5) 
then n = m and vi is placed iu the list before t,j if i < j. This is a side effect ¢Jf the sequential traversa[ of the data structure for L.
ORIGINAL PAGE tS OF POOR QUALITY
We call this permuted index set fwd_schedule. For example, the permuted index set, [rom tile dependence graph in Figure 2 is
Note that 6 appears before 4. 6 is a descendent of 1 and 4 is a descendent of 3 and 
The dependence graph is not explicitly computed but the information it represents is implicit in ready and the ordering of fwd_-qchedule. \Ve require two integer arrays of length 5 to hold fwd_schedule and ready. This additional storage is small relative to the storage for A. L and the other N-vectors needed for ICCG.
Equation (4) is also solved with a permuted index set. which we store in the array But, cs will be at depth 0 in G(L r) and the first element in back_scheduleE].
The time to compute the permuted index sets is a little le._s than the time to compute a single sequential triangular solve and a small fraction of the time to solve (2) in parallel.
The time in seconds to compute the forward and backward schedules for the test cases is shown in Table 1 . We compare the time to compute the fwd_schedule and the back_schedule lists with the time to sequentially compute one forward and backward solve and with the time to solve Ax = b in parallel.
Forward Solve
We solve (3) as follows. L is stored by columns and the forward solve is computed as a set of outer products, fwd_schedule is the list of indices which correspond to elements ofq to be computed. It is treated as a queue of tasks to be executed by the pool of processors.
Let there by P processors. Initially, the first P indices in the queue are assigned one to each processor. Let i be the index a processor gets from the queue.
Before we compute each 5_rward solve we set fwd. 
In Table 3 we compare the actual difference with th, _ prediction for the first 6 cases. The right most column shows the number of iterations for convergence for each test
case. This modelgivesan estimate of the size of the difference that is correct to within a factor of t_vo.
Backward Solve
The backward solve is similar to the forward solve, but there are subtle differences in implementation.
To solve (4) A procedure for computing a general sparse matrix-vector product where the full A is stored by rows is much simpler and is shown in Figure 6 . Each processor computes a set of inner products. The processors dynamically get an element of b [] to compute using the system global counter m_next() The array row_start [] is an array holding the starting point for each row as it is stored in the data structure. The inner product of each row with z is computed and stored in b[]. This algorithm requires no synchronization since the work is divided into non-overlapping groups of rows.
in Table 5 we compare two methods for parallel computation of the sparse matrix vector product with the time it takes to compute it sequentially. The first method, "Symmetric", is the symmetric code from Figure .' It also gives us a lower bound on the time for this method of matrix-x>ctor product. The last method, "'Full". is the limes from the code in Figure 6 . We see that storing the full matrix is best. Tinting and et_ciency is better than 70¢7 exc_'pt for large problems. We expect this. since matrix-vector products are very parallel computations.
If we look at the difference between the parallel times of the Symmetric and Nosynch columns it is clear that to use the system synchronization calls adds almost 50e/c to the cost of the computation. But, even wi*hout lhe synchronization, we see that the Full method is better than the Nosvnch method.
Fr-m tills we conclude 1hat there is no advantage ill storing only half of a s.vmnwl ric mat t'ix for parallel computation of the _parse mat rix-vector product on this machine. Table 7 we show the time required to solve (1) for each implementation, assuming the preconditioner has be previously computed.
In the first six cas_,s it is ('lear that storing the full matrix is better titan storing only its lower triangb,.
The efficiency is near or above 60% for the entire code. This is a very reasonable level and what we expected.
But, for the seventh case, the code was not efficient. In Appendix C we show how the time to access array elements increases as a function of tit,, array size and discuss the time for Test Case 7.
8 Scheduling
Other sclm(tuling methods not considered h_,ro at-discussed in [9.10.11.22]. The general problem is to schedule a set of partially ordered tasks onto a m,tltiprocessor system so that the time required to complete t lw tasks is miminized.
This problem is known to belong to the class of "strong"
NP-hard problems. This section provides execution times in microseconds for a vari-ly of operation_ that were used by the programs discussed in this paper. Times for arilhul_?tic operations are shown in Table 9 . These timings are comp_lted by looping through a program segment 50.000 times. The time before the h,op was executed was then _qhtracred from the tim_' at the end of the loop. Some time was subtracte,l for loop overhead and then that time was divided by the n_lmbor _ff ib, rations Ihrough _ho loop. There is approximately a 2% increase in user time per access as the array size is increased from 120K to I30K. But, there is a factor of 5 increase in system r.ime per access as the number of array elements in the test case increases from t20K to 130K. Recall, the total storage for full .4 in Test Case 7 is 132.,_23 double-precision numbers. The Sequent takes longer to access each element for this large pr,)blont than for all the other test cases.
In Table tO we ,how separate entries for the user time and the system time for the sequential. _ymmetric and full matrix hnplementations of Test Case 7. The feature to notice i._ the drastic increase in aystem time for the forward and backward _olve in the "'Full'" case as compared with _ho corresponding tim,,s of the "Symmetric"
and the "'Sequential" implolnetttations. This is partially explained by the te.-.t Ioops above.
We see tltat large problems such as l-,.st ('aso 7 are not efficient oa the Soquot!.t. 
